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MASTER
work is what you cet

Unbeatable
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Leggett's.
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Parker Fountain Pen

Cleaners &: Hattera
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Briggs' Pharmacy
400 West Cenual
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NATIONAL BARBER SHOP
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Free Delivery
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First Savings Bank
& Trust Company
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RENT A CAR
Drive it Yonn:elf

We GJ?e Super Service
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.America
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Phone 6 -512 West Central Ave,
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Popular Price• - Can Delivered
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All Makes - 1926 Models
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RIEDLIN'G MUSIC COMPANY
304 West Centr-'
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EVERYTHING MUSICAL
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University Co.ats

A

T the Big Eastern and Coast Universities, jackets in
the U colors are very popular. We have a stock
of these coats in the U. N. M. colors. They make
fine smoking jackets and are good for sport wear at any
time,
Come in and see these jackets and others with
fraternity emblems. Also pillows and pennants in colors
with emblems.

1

!

Raabe and Mauger
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~~
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TAX I

University Pharmacy

-no other tobacco is like it!

1-0ii W.. Ceatra1 Avt~
'Thert are H.1fr Ctattlne Establ.fJbmeub
ftlt L•llfel ud CienUe-m.en

305 W. Central Ave.

We Just Received an
order of fine

~RINGE ALBERT

It Pays to Look Well
J'Jr•t :M'at.!G•at

Star Furniture Co., Inc.
113 W. GOLD AVE.

Chiming in with the spirit of the occasion. Filling the air ·with the finest tobacco-aroma ever.
Do you smoke Prince Albert? It will bring
you more pleasure and satisfaction than you
ever thought a pipe could give. The instant
you throw back the hinged lid and release that
wonderful P. A. fragrance, you suspect you are
in for some grand smoke-sessions.
The very first pipe-load confirms your suspicions. Cool as a gate-tender. Sweet as the
week-end reprieve. Mild as the coffee in Commons--mild, yet with a full body that satisfies
yow: smoke-taste completely. Get yourself a
tidy red tin this very day.

320 W, Central

We Sell Home Contenbnent •·

~

vie with class Merry Andrews in deciding the
heavy problems of the world-or burlesquing
them -notice the royal guest, Prince Albert.

FEE'S

!

Your .zarmenb are insured
against fire and theft.

•
AT THE night sessions, when class philosophers

VALENTINE
I

Phone 390, Office 117 N. Fourth

!

the l'hilippinc Island schools :
1
"Whal's that guy want?,;
11

]oh as rcpurtcr."

ulias he a nose for news?''
'I "What's the diff in Chicago?
odorous these days."

208 W. CENTRAL
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PEEL-READ
It's all

421 W'!!lt Central

INDIAN TRADERS

PHONE 19

SUNSHINE THEATRE
Perfectly Ventilated

Pipe Organ

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, February 11, 19 2 7

i

LOBOS RALLY IN
DR. ST. CLAIR TALKS LONG STARS AS
SAN JUAN COUNTY LOBOS TO MEET
LAST QUARTER TO AT LAST ASSEMBLY LOBOS TRIM TIGER
TEACHERS HEAR MINERS TONIGHT;
BEAT MERCHANTS In li11e with the future program for
QUINTET 47 TO 25
DR. ZIMMERMAN BAPTISTS ON SAT.

'rotals .•......•••.• 15
· · Merchants (28)
I~G

FRIDAY

~t'l't'Y (f) •.• ' .•. I.' •. '

8
2

Rutt (c) .... , , ........ ,

1

l'ahlwell (g) ...... , . ..

2

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC CO.

Photographers of Southwest
Rugs, Blankets, Curios

"THE SPEEDING VENUS"
5 ACTS VAUDEVILLE

"AT YOUR SERVICE"

Old Indian Jewelry

SATURDAY

Johnny Hines "Stepping Along" Mary Brian

the· regular Friday assemblies for some
President ]. F. Zimmerman of the
time to come, a member of the Uni- Hilltoppers Return to Champion•
ship
Form
First
Time
This
University
of New Mexico left Friday
versity faculty was selected to speak at
Year; Long Cages Twelve Field monring for Farmington, where he delast Friday's convocation. This time it
Goals.
livered two speeches before the San
was Dr. George W. St. Clair, head of
Juan County Teachers' Associ a ti~m.
the English department, Dr, St. Clair
spent 19 years· as an educator in the
\Vith Malcolm Long going at top
His first address to the Association
Philippine Islands, and it was upon his form, the New :Mexico Lohos sent the was Friday night, on the subject 11 The
experiences there that he based his talk. Las Vegas Nor mal 'Tigers back with a Higher Values of Life." At the Sat''The majority of Americans/' said stinging 47-25 defeat at Washington urd-ay morning session, Dr. Zimmerman
Dr. St. Clair, "have a very hazy idea of gym VVednesday night. Long rang up was the chief speaker. His topic was
life in the Philippines as it really ex- twelve field goals and a trio of free liThe Value of Higher Education."
ists. They conceive of a region of tl~rows for a total of 26 points, one
Friday night a banquet was given by
:;torm, snakes and burning suns."
more than the entire Tiger team gath- the students and alumni from San Juan
Dr. St. Clair spoke briefly of the cred.
county in honor of Dr. Zimmerman.
The Lobos started the game with two The following are alumni of the Unigeographical features of the Islands,
and then· gave an account of the edu- regulars out -of the line-up. When the versity from'San Juan county: Mr. G.
catiou&l cOnditions which he had found Tigers took a three-point lead, Mulcahy L. Buller, Mr. Root Barges, Mr. Chas.
there on his arrival, and the subsequent and Long were rushed into the game . Culpepper, Mrs. Chas. Culpepper, Mrs,
improve111ent of these_ ~auditions.
After the first four ininutes not a sin- Daisy Morris. This year the Farming.:.
''A native teacher was teaching from gle substitution was made for either ton section is represented at the U, N.
the Universal Compendium of Knowl- team.
M. by five students : Mr. Bailey, Mr.
The Lobes rapidly increased their Odic, Mr. Klein, Miss Israel, and Miss
edge, containing as they believed, all
the learning of all the learned men of lead until at the half the score favored Bratchi.
the world in 60 pages. It dealt prin· the Lobos 21-9.
For the first three minutes the visicipally with the Spanish alphabet, the
"Doctrina," and elementary spelling. tors held a three-point advantage, Long
~aturally, Spanish not being their na- dropped one field goal while Carter
4•
3
tn.'e lang~age, the b.oy~ made frequent and Hargrove contributed to the Tiger
~
1score.
mtstakes m pronunctatwn.
The Lobo machine started goThe Northern Arizona basketball
"
. The Introduction.
ing at top form, Trauth, Long and I\i'ui- team returned to Flagstaff last Sunday
The fJTst task was to ftnd out the I cahy each making field goals.
after a seven-game ti-ip through N cw
pupils' names. I would stand befP,re
Shortridge dropped a field goal, and
them and repeat: 'St. Clair-my na111e is two free throws ended Normals scoring Mexico on which their early season recSt, Clair' over and over. After repeat-~ for the half. The Lobos kept up a ord o£ eight straight victories was coning that formula scYeral hundred times, steady bombardment of the basket. siderably marred.
Starting their trip with a Oile point
it flna.lly dawned upon them that I was Long, Mulcahy, Trauth and Tully each
victory
over the New Mexico Lobes
refernng to myself. Once we knew connected to run the 5core to 21~9 at
last Saturday night1 the Lumberjacks
each other''!; names, it was easy to form the half.
other phrases."
At the whistle the first center play looked like a formidable contender for
1
' Thus
began the greatest and most worked beautifully, Long dropping the the southwestern honors. By losing
althuistic experiment ever begun by a basket. Trauth followed with another. games to Montezuma, New Mexico
nation; an effort to civilize a nation Carter connc~ted for a pair of field Normal, and N. M. Miners, their chan1 goals and a free throw.
The Lobos ces at the title were badly din1med.
instead of exploiting it."
In that year, there were 40,000 cbilw 'continued to feed the ball to Long, who After winning from the Lobos by a
dren enrolled in the PhiHppine schools. ; chalked up nine !i<.•!U goals the last last minute basket, the Lumberjacks
To attest the success of the experiment, 1 lmlf.
met the Las Vegas Tigers Monday
there are today, 26 years later, more l Long was easily the star of the game. night, and were defeated 32·29, It was
tlmn a million students. In the town ~He played a first class floor game and their first defeat in ten starts. The
where Dr. St. Clair began :work with had a dead eye for 1he basket. In the next night the Afontezuma Baptists
20 students drawn from a population of score book, Mulcahy was the closest to kicked the dope by handing the Lum20,000, there arc today 2,500 children in .: Long, The Lobo center counted for five berjacks a 37-16 beating. The Teachers
school. Excellent high schools are lo-: field goals and a free throw for 11 came back strong to lmnd the Baptists
catcd in the Islands, and the govern- 1 points. For the Tigers, Hargrove, cap- a 37-32 defeat on Wednesday.
mcnt maintains a large university in : tain and centc;r, put up the best game.
From Las Vegas the Lumberjacks
1-faniJa.
From an anaemic people, , He scored eight points. Carter count- journeyed to Las Cruces where they
afraid to venture it1to the sunlight, has' ed for ten of the Tigers' points.
trimmed the Aggies 42-28. At El Paso
been developed a body of thletic stu·, The Tigers invaded the Lobo ]air on Friday night the Lumberjacks hung up
dents whose .feats compare favorably an equal footing to cop the game. their fourth victory of the trip by winM
with those of American college athletes, Normal holds victories over Denver U ning from thC Fort Bliss Officers by
Are Not Grateful
Regis College, and Arizona Lumber- the score 46 to 29. To end their jnClosing his remarks with a summary jacks, the team that defeated the Lo- vasion the Teachers bowed to the New
of the accomplishments of the Ameri- bos by one point. The only defeat Mexico 'Miners at Socorro Saturday
can system of education 1 Dr. St. Clair against the Tigers before the Lobo night 44-22.
said :
game was to Colorado University. The The Lumberjacks were either playing
"Are they grateful? Not in the least. defeat at the hands of the Lobos prac- above their heads the first two games of
TlJcy say we are imposing something tically eliminates the Tigers from the the trip1 or else they played considerably
upon them which they did not want. 1 state and southwestern honors.
below form on the latter part of the
They claim the right of independence. 1 Summarytrip . After winning from the Lobos and
"The Philippine problem is one that
Lobos (47)
holding the Tigers to a three-point marwe do not hear much about, yet it is
FG FT PF gin, the Lumberjacks lost to Monteone of tl1e greatest problems of this na- Renfro (f) . , ... , •.. , •• , 0
0
0
zuma. The Lobes defeated 1Iontezuma
lion today, After the capture of Agui- Quintana (f) :.. . • .. • • • . 0
0
0 59 to 19.
naldo1 we promised them independence Long (f) , .. , , , . • . . . . • • . 12
2
1
'as soon as they are fitted for self~ Trauth (c, f) .... ~...... 3
1
2
MISS RUTH RING HURT
1
1
government.' Every president since then :Mulcahy (c) (C) .... .-. 5
has repeated that promise. It is a tre- Bryce (g) •. , .. , • , ..• :. 0
0
1
1Iiss Ruth Ring has hurt her knee in
tncndous question, a question which Tully- (g) . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 1
1
I
a
fall in front of the girl's dormitory.
America must answer- and she must Totals ....• , , , ..••••. 21
5
6
answer it right. It will be you who
Tigers (25)
Miss Ring's injuries are not serious
will answer it; that is my chief reason
FG FT PF but she will be confined for a week or
2. 2 so.
for talking 011 this topic."
Shortridge (f) .. . .. .. .. 1
Carter (f) . . • .. . . .. . .. . 4
2
2
Hargrove (c) .. . . .. . . . • 3
2
2
Carron (g) . .. . . . .. . .. . 1
I
0
Rackley (g) .. . . . • . .. . • 0
0
1
Totals ....• , . , . . . . • . • 9
7
8
Semester averages released by Regis ..
The only competition offered the SigReferee: Jones,
trar
Bowman Tuesday show Omega
ma Chi relay team i11 Wednesday's
Rho
leading
the fraternities and Alpha
intramural race was the time. None of
Delta
Pi
leading
the sororities in scholthe other fraternities on the hill were
arship, The Alpha Delta Pis retained
represented.
'their position at the top of the sororities
This makes the sixth relay victory
[which they won 1ast year. The Omega
fo1· the Sigs this yeur. The race was
Dr.
Zimmerman,
acting
president
of
Rho fraternity advanced to the position
four miles for a four .. ma.n team.
1
university,
wa!l
a
guest
at
a
dinnet
held by the Kappa Sigs £or the last
the
Pettit started the race, covering the
1three semesters.
by
graduates
of
Princeton
sponsored
6 mile in 5 minutes 45 secotlds. Davies
11
Both men's aud women's organiza~
was the next runner. He ran the total Vttiversity. Tha a.ffair took 11lacc at
Bishopfs
Lodge,
Santa.
Fe.
tion
averages were considerably bciow
FT PF time to 11 :47. Dolzadclli ran third.
2 His time was 6 :20. Vann was anchor The dinner was given in honor of that of last year. The first Sef11ester of
1
man running the last mile iu 5 :3B to President and Mrs. Jolm'Grier Hibben last year the Kappa Sigs led with the
3
1
of Princeton University, who are spend .. 1 average of 82.05, The Alpha Delta Pi's
4 hring' the. total time for the {our tnt"I cs
0
ing a little time in Santa Fe for a rest.' average was S9.76. This year the Orne2 to 23 minutes <!3 2/5 seconds.
0
To qualify for e11trancc points to- M(. Wilson of Silver City, an old ga Rho average was 78.01, and Alpha
3
0
·
t d
t
t ast
Delta p,··s 85 .93 .
0 wards the intramural champiouship cup Pt·incctmuan ae: c as oas m er. .
0
Former
Pril;cotoll
students
from
New:
Last year the. Kappa Sigs took pe~the n\tc had to be run in less than 25
lvfe.;.;:ico
attended
th(•
dinner.
Dr.
Zim
..
manent
possess ton of the scholarslup
minutes. This is the last t·clny race tm
2 14
f
the
speakers
cup
This
year the fraternities will purmerman
was
one
o
·
1
·
the intt·anmral schedule.

The New Mexico Lobes took the Be·
, Merchants into camp, and emerged
I en
•
.
vith a 28-41 victory Thursday mg11t 111
~'lashington gym. The Hill toppers displayed a ragged brand of basketball
throughout the game. · Early in the
game the Lobos took a five point lead
which they held through the first half.
The half ended 13-IB. In the second
half the 1v1erchants advanced to within
one -point of the Lobos with four min11tcs to play-. At this point the Lobos
steadily ran up their score to 41 while
holding the visitol's scoreless.
First Quarter
To start the scoring, :Mulcahy drop~
pe<l in three free throws after a double
foul. He added a field goal shortly
after to give the Lobes an early iead.
Hunter rang up two field goals for the
ani)• Belen counters in the first perlod.
1fulcahy and Quintana each connected
for field goals. At the quarter the
I..obos were out in front 9-4.
Second Quarter
:Mulcahy opened the second period
with a goal under the basket. Mulcahy
re-gistered a free throw, and Hunter
loped three from the field to bring
the score to 12-10. Quintana made a
field goal and a free throw before he
was replaced by Good. Long and Mul~
cahy a4ded three -points, and Belen
rang up the same number to make the
period even up. The score was 18-13.
Third Quarter
Good hit the hoop a few seconds after
the whistle. Long followed with a neat
goal from far out in the court. h{ulcahy also dropped in a field goal. Hunt!:r and Rutz humbugged Crist under
the basket for a goal. Scersy registered Belen's second, Long and Hunter ('ach connected to end the quarter
at 211-21.
Fourth Quarter
Tully missed his foul, but doubled the
rmmt with a field goal. At this point
the Merchants started their attack netting them four field goals while the
Lohos rang up only- one point. The
Lohos were leading by one 110int. From
here till thC' end of the game, Belen
failed to register. The Lobos ran the
score to 41 with l\fulcahy doing most
of the shooting. Tul1y added two points.
The Lobos were still far below their
chatntJionshlp form of last year. The
basket shooting \\'as slightly better than
in the lnst game, but n1Uch improvement will have to be: made before the
Lobos tackle the Las Vegas Tigers
W cdncsday night.
Long broke into the linc~up for the
first time since the Lobos played the
Tulsa Eagles. \Vith only a week's
IJractict>, he did not fit into the machine,
hut with a little more practice. he will
he the same "Squirt" of last year.
Mulcal1y, Lob{) center1 was high point
man of the: game. He rang up seven
field goals, and nine free throws for a
total of 23 points. Hunter was the star
of the Beleu quintetr He counted for
dght of his teams 13 field goals and a
tree throw.
The Merchant team had 14 fouls
t~halkcd up against them. Slapping at
the ball from behind was the cause of
most of the fouls. The Lobos made
g•JOd 011 11 out of 14 free throws.
StunmaryLobos (41)
FG FT PF
(Juinlana (f) .. • .. .. . .. 2
1
1
l.•mg (f) , ......... , • .. 2
0
0
~tulcahy (c) (C)....... 7
9
I
I
hlack (g) ........ , ... , 0
0
'fully (g) .•. , • , , , , • , •. , 3
0
1
0
Good (f) .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 1
1
0
'J'muth (f) ............ • 0
0
I
Bryce (g) ......... , . , . 0
0
0
I
t·rist (g) ............. , 0

II untc1· (f) (C) .. .. .. ..

B<•Nlrr (g) , • , , •••. ,. . , • • 0
Baea (g) ••.•••••.• , •• , 0
'l'otals •..... , .... , . . . 13
Referee: ]tlllCs.

LUMBERJACKS WIN
LOSE ON TRIP

I

I

To fill out the week after the New
Mexico Normal victorY \Vcdt1csday
night, the Lobes will meet two more
college teams this we~k. Incidt::ntally1
the three teams that the Lobos meet
this week are the only teams the Flagstaff Lumberjacks lost to this season.
The first game of the series was with
the Las Vegas Tigers. The Lumberjacks fell bciore the Tigers 32-29 after
three extra periods, just two days after
the' Teachers defeated the Lobos.
Tonight, Friday, the Lobes tackle the
New .Mexico ·Miners. Although the
Miners have never shown any great
ability on the hardwood, this year's
quintet appears to be in the Lobo class.
So far this year the Miners have chalked up victories over the Military Instih~te, New A-fcxico Aggies and Arizona
T!.!achers,
Saturday night Montezuma will engage the Lobes for their second game.
In their first game1 three weeks ago1
the Lobos trimmed the Baptists by the
score of 59-19. Since then, the Mountain.eers have greatly improved as shown
by the fact .that they split even witl1
the LumberJacks last Tuesday and
\Vednesday.
Unless the schedule is shifted again
these two games will be the last games
on the schedule until the Lobos wind
up the season with the New Mexico Aggies February 28 and March 1. Passibly a practice game wilt be arranged
before the Lobes start on the trip thru
Arizona _next Wednesday.

ACTIVITIES AT U.
SUSPENDED FOR
STOVER FUNERAL
Iu respect to the memory of the late
Elias S. Stover, first president of th~
University of New Mexico~ activities
at the university were suspended front
1 until 6 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
At the meeting of "the faculty of the
university on Monday afternoon the following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:
Where<Js Almighty God has seen fit
to take to Himself a dearly beloved citizen who was the first president of the
Cnivcl'sity of New Mexico1 Elias S.
Stover;
Be it hereby resolved, that this faculty order a suspension of the activities "
of the un~versity for the afternoon of
Tuesday, February 8, 1927, as a befit~
ting and proper testimonial to the respect and esteem in which he was held;
ana

Be it further resolved that a copy of
these resolutions be sent to his widow,
be spread upon the minutes of the faculty, and be given to the local press.

'
liiss Natalie Alexander, who has
been studying at the University of
Paris on the continent, has returned to
Albuquerque where she will enter the
University of New Mexico for the coming semester. Miss Ale)tauder is a Phi
Mu on this campus.

OMEGA RHO, ALPHA DELTA PI LEAD IN
SCHOLASTIC STANDING FIRST SEMESTER

SIGMA CHIS WIN
LAST RELAY RACE

PRES ATTENDS
' . F DIN ER
SANTA E
N

chase a new cup. A fraternity must win
the cup for three consecutive semcs~
ters ·to retain the cup permanently.
Omega Rho will keep the cup for the
following semester.
Complete avcra;d's for the fraternities
artd sororities follow:
Fraternities
Omega Rho , .•.•.••....••• , ...• , . 78.01
Coronado Club ............ , ..... 77.50
Kappa Sigina ............... , ... , .77.3!
Sigma Chi .......... , ........ , ... 76.32
Pi Kappa Alpha ................. 73.05
Sororities
Alpha Delta Pi ..•.....•......... S5.93
Alpha Chi Omega ........... - .... 85.36
Kappa Kappa Garnma ............ 85.20
~h~ Mu · · · • • · • • • • · · · · • · · · • · • ... • .B4.43
Cht Ot~ega • • •: ... ·.· • .. • ......... 84.14
Beta S1gma Om•cron ..••. , .. , .•.. 80.36
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it1 We guess sa-because everyone seems so much
interested in themselves to take any action on behal£
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For. the last several yeat•s, well, we do not know
just how many years, thcro has been more or less
discussion mud, dissl!tisfaction about our dirt tennis
courts, which are 'seldom in excellent condition. The
Unive1•sity has put farth a great deal of effart and
spent a considerahle sum of mm1ey in tr;ving to get,
as well as keep, them in shape, but has not been 11ble
ta do either one very well.
During these yeat•s plenty o'f advice has been
advanced as to the remedy far the present ba•d canclition. But so far as this writer knows, nothing

• more

than talk has ever come of H. When the stu-

dents returned ta school after the lwlidays and saw
how the caurts had powdered up as a result of the
snow and freezing during the holidays the floadg ates of advice and criticism 1Wl'C opened wide.
But some hwesti!ration was done which showed that
....,

-------A POLICY
During the last several games the Lobos have
played, the croakers and knockers have been hea1"li
from again. It seems to be the policy of a few
to continually criticise the coaching and the work
of Coach Johnson.
This is to be expected; jealousy, conceit, and several other courses make them "stick in their oar,"
where they don't know what they are talking about.
This editorial' in no way should reflect on the
.,lo,yal Lobo boosters who seem to be vitally interested in the Lobo's, success.
It is unfortunate, but nevertheless a fact, that a
few University students are also adopting the attitude of our fine "friends'' who criticize. It is
needless to say that these students are not the athletes who have played under Coach JiJhnson, but
are a few of our renowned "dormitory Ikes" who
would faint away if forced to run a quarter mile.
The letter men of the University are one hundred
per cent behind Coach Ji)hnson. They believe he
has accomplished! much with the material and backing afforded him. We think that the letter men
should be better judges of the policy and games of
the coach than the "coakie pushers". Isn't this
fair reasaning 1
However, our teams a1•e being hindered in a
way not noticeable to the casual observer by these
knockers. Are we going to let them get away with

-·-·-·~+

at })resent the University is spending in the neigh-

barhood of ~325,00 or $350.00 eaeh year on the
com·ts which a1·e in no bettet· condition at the end
of the year than they were at the beg-inning. Alsa
it was found .that ta get concrete courts would cost
approximately $400 per court fOl' four or mi)t•e cam'ts
1md of course. slightly more if only one or two were
to be made. Now let us do a little calculating. At
$355 :P<)r year in 5 years, $1775.00 has been spent,
or enough ta pay for four courts at $400.00 with a
little left ovet•, The upkeep on the concrete courts
would be practically nothing so in six years the
present upkeep eost would easily pay for the courts
and the upkeep f1·om now until several years after
the six .,Years have passed.

So, as' 've see it,. it is an econOinical step if the
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in departments where re~

During the administration of

President StoYer, 1892-1897, all the difficulties of organization beset the new
institution and its officers. To further
complicate matters, the University was
created before there had been legislation
providing for high schools in the towns,
and the territorial University 0 £ necessity was really only a preparatory
school, In addition, appropriations
were scanty, and there was but little
public interest in the undertaking. But
because education was, in great meas·
urc, n~moved from the active and force~
ful life of this new region, all the more
credit is due those rugged leaders who
had the vision to provide a UniYersity
for coming generations.
As first president, Governor Stover's
name must always be associated with
the t:niversity of New Mexico, and its
continued t>rogress is a tribute to its

goes out for 11culture or bust." ~ro the
speaker there were more itnportant
problems than enlisting support and
money for colleges, which now spend
altogether too ·much time deciding what
to do with their money, The urgent, '
all-·itnportant job was to find teachers,!
Not only is it hard to get talent nttd
power into the teaching profcssictl, he
said, but our teachers themselves have
been traiued in a rotten system of education. 11They have been taught tech- 1
nical scholarship, and not liberal understanding."-The New Student.

* * *

•
Top tn
qu_ality-first in popul~rity
EXPERIENCED smokers have proved it.

..
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Discriminating tobacco lovers by the
million rediscover it each day and every
evening as the friendly Camels . are
lighted. There simply is n9 better ciga.
rette made. The choicest Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos grown are bought for
Camels-and such blending for taste
and fragrance! Only the largest tobacco organization in the world could
produce a cigarette like Camel.
In terms of popularity, Camel quality
has reflected itself in the greatest p~e£.
erence ever given a cigarette. There

never was a tobacco word so famous,
or a cigarette so good. First in popularity, because the best-that is the story
of Camel, the biggest cigarette success
ever known.
If you want such smoking enjoyment
as you never hoped to find, just try
Camels. Smooth, fragrant and mellowy
mild, from the first touch of the flame
to the final puff, Camel will mean a
revelation to you of tobacco goodness.
For pleasure unalloyed, for the best
that's made regaraless of price, "Have

a Camel!"

The Music Company of New Mexico
announces the sale of 216 violins to
Varsity boys who plan on taking many
hm}rs of violin under the new instruc- 1
tor. Pete Good bought a jew's harp and
Bro. 1\.fcDonald has a beabtiful harmon· -

ica .

*

On Friday, May 13, and Saturday, M~y 14, 1927, the State U1tivcrsity
of New :Mexico wilJ, as in former yearsJ assist in acting as host of the
New :Mexico high schools on the occasion of the Annual Interscholastic

Meet.
All sclwols of high school grade in the State arc invited to take part
in the track meet1 Lyceum contests, teJmis matches and possibly Interscholastic Debates.

The Track Meet will consist of the following eveuts, in this order;

1. 100 yard dash.
2. Putting 12 pound shot.

•

8. Running broad jump.
9. 220 yard hurdle.
10. 220 yard dash.

3. Hall-mile run.
4. Pole vault.
11. One-mile run.
5. 120 yard hurdle.
12. Discus.
6. Running high jump.
. 13. Javelin.
7. 440 yard run.
14. One-mile relay (4 men),
The Track Meet will be governed by the rules of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (Spaulding's Athletic Library), with the
following exceptions :

Relay Race.-A line shall be drawn ten yards on each side of the
starting line. The space between these lines to be known as the starting
zone. \Vithin this zone each runner must touch the succeeding runner.
No member of a relay team, in order to relieve his team shall run outside of this zone. The position of the teams shalt be dr~wn for.
Shot Put.-A shot will be of twelve pounds instead of sixteen.
Tennis.-A team sha:ll consist of two players. Tennis players do rtot

The

haz1dbatl

game

between

the

Omega Rhos and Kappa Sigs ended in
a 2-2 tie when th~ game was called because of a Jalc start.

The Kappa Sigs won the opening
game and the Omrga Rhos the second.
1"hc Kappa Sigs started off with a
rush and took the third game and seemed to have the match in hand, but the
Omega Hhos came back ami won the
fourth galnc: to tic it again.

I

The match was then called off be-,
cause of the late hour. It will be played off in the future.

=-----'--::.1
FOR SALE
Two Spring Coats, Silk and Wool

Dresses, size 18, reasonab1e, at

2115 East Silver.

6, Instructors shall include the number of absences in their six
weeks reports and on their final semester reports.
7. In all cases o£ absence, the instructor is the judge as to whether
the student may· make up the work, the amomlt of work to be Jnadc up;
and the effect of the absences ou the student's grade in the course. It is
the duty o! the student to canter with the instructor as soon as possible
after his absen.:c.

share in division o£ gate receipts.

All entries must be made on official entry blanks properly filled out
and signed by the Principal or Superintendent of the contesting school.
Entries must be in the hands oi the State University not later than Sat.
urday, May 7.
The University will assist in providing board and lodging for con-

8. It shall lie in the province of the dean of the college
(a) to withdraw a student from a course with the grade of I',

testants for a period beginning not earlier than Thursday night, May 12t
and ending not later than the following Sunday morning, Lodging wHI

when the instructor reports that the student can not pass the
course on account of absc11ccs;

be provided within the capacity of the University ·to certified pupil contestants and members of the high school faculties accompanying them.

~·

•J

'.

·'

Girls will be housed at the Women's Residential Hall. Meals will be
furnished to c.eftificd persons, by card, at the nominal rate of 75c per
day at the University Dining Hall. Visiting contestants have frequently
secured all their meals at the Y. W. C. A. Cafeteria in Albuquerque.
Upon request girls will be met at the depot.
Medals will be provided for all contestants, and a cup wilt be prqvided
for the winuing relay team. The Interscholastic Track Meet Cup will
go to the winner of th~ meet for a period of one year.
The gate receipts will be divided among the schools participating
accordiug to the number of contestants and number of miles travelled. Itt
addition to the gate receipts· of the meet, the University hopes to have,
this year, additional lunds which rnay be llsed toward paying the expenses
of·Interscholastic contestants.
Further information will be gladly furnished,
JOHN D. CLARK
Chairman of Committee on Interscholastic Meet.

(b) to administer othel' forms of discipline when absences indicate the necessity therefor, including the recommendation of
dismissal £ro111 the University.
•

R.

J, REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM

N.

c.
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FIFTY THOUSAND EARN
a ''cry· large number attending private
COLLEGE EXPENSES,
and denominational schools who are
SURVEY DATA SHOWS working their way through, so that the
numhcr of partially self-supporting stuFHtv thousand students arc working
tu 1,a; all nr part o! their expenses in
twtnty~fottr ~tail' universities and colll•gt·~ in the Cnitcd States, a recent
surn~y o( the Monitor Bureau s11ows.
The report further indicated that £i£~
kt·n ~housand o£ these arc entirely self-

dents is raised to approximately one
hundred thousand.
Twcnty~thrce out of the twenty-four
colleges

reported· that

the

students

HATS
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NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING
DEPARTMENT STO~E

The
Soft Water Laundry

First & Roma

Phone 177

2. Who would win i£ a rccldcss
driving race were staged between
"Beans" Koury and Ben Goelitz..
3. If the Omega Rho pledges like
adhesive.
4. \Vho the governor's daug~1ter was
looking at when she broke a headlight
on a certain student's car.
5. 'Vhy Pancho Yeates' nose is get~
ting redder every day.
6. If Ju<jy loves his "dark eyed Susan.''

!l--------------..11

working their way ate generally the
most prominent in campus activities and
arc highest in schola$tic standing as
sul~lhlrting,
•
In addition to this number there 1S we11 .-...Stan fotd lJ 31't·Y·

7. If Dill Flynn can really sing or
was he just kicked by a horse.
8. How "Hell Week" is being kept
1hot for tile different Frats.
I 9. If ] ohn Armstrong likes the new

:'

we regret
the killing
.o£ some 'fro at the A. D. Pi knee bumping
of \Vhile
the Baylor
athletes,
know1~1g that test.

!

rLEN'S

Allen's Shoe Shop
303 W. Central Phone 189

con-~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'they had defeated the Aggies 10 foot13. Why the Lobo prints this stuff
hall, we wonder (having played the Ag- in this Phoolish Phable column.
gies) why one of the "Baylor athletes
* * *
didn't step out and push the train of£ Jimmie and Wild Bill went up the hill
the track.
To see the rising sun,
• * *
Jimmie came dOwn all alone,
We wonder if Iggy and Marcella Bill must have jumped the gun,

CLOTHES
Ready-made
And Cut to Order

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES TAILORED OVER VOUTHF'UL
CHARTS SOLElY F'OR DISTINGUISHED
SERV.ICE IN THE UNITED STATES,

Faultless Laundry and
Dry Cleaning
We specialize on fancy
dresses and ladies' apparel

Phone 147 or give work to
Student Agents

* * •

would give us a ride. around the campus
011 their :Metry~goMround-thc campus.

This column will appear in the Lobo
every .week. There is no personal mo~
Virgil Judy, Dean of CampUstry, will tive in the slams, Please take them in
not be in school this week because in the way they arc given-in a spirit of

• * •

~.

The Imperial

pocket. 1'he,-e will be a broken heart •
in High Schoo1, \YC presume.

** *

Suits and Topooate

I

it.

*

•••

Garden Court

Local Dealer

L---~~==~----~1

in

Dry Goods

Weitgenant's Drug Store
"Prescription Specialists"
Phone 1691-W

,;,nd

Ladie"s·
Ready•toWear
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is as he had eaten some "stewed du?k" 1

•

Toilitecies

Penslar Remedies

Say, will someone please help Bryson
· A• T•
Curhctt find the girl who 1Hts 1115
0. pin? J3rysoi1 has forgQtten who she •

M. Mandell

Always Best

~gP~h~o~n~e~~92~3~~·~3~1~3~Y,.~W~,~C~en~t~r~a~I~

John
ArthurFrancis
Bryce,Bro~ks,
Leslie
Qtlinn,!Jolzadclli,
Janet Mathews,
C. 0. Brown, John \Villiatn Moore.
* * *
Ask Jane Huning the d1'fference be~
011

tpf, 0 tografi1ur~

Friendship's Perfect GiftYour Photograph

Our nominees for Phi Kappa Phi:

550

.dtifner .§fullin

11

Laundry Co.

~i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

getting out of bed yesterday, he stepped fun.
011 his tmusers and broke them in two {;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
just above t11e kncr, and below the hip 1
A. B. Milner
Miss A. P. Milner

Qlh~t+tet J~ottz~

116 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

A

LWAYS

1Kappa
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'40, '45,

All'lUQUE:RQUE, N.l'l.

I

* *
Uladys McCarthy if she likes .
Fish only on ·Friday.

'

J.
t.., ,...

Excelsior

pin.
10. How Tom :Moore learned to run
b
B'lt Moore in a Gallup.
Have yuu heard a out 1
11. Why Bill Reed is .so hot headed
calling th~ Texas Aggies a "bunch of when bY nature he should be cool headcake ('aters" dowtt in Co11ege Station ed.
,
1
last falL-Poor, Bi
1.
,
* ,.,. *
12. \Vhy Gladys Black ts litnping1 or
1 did she have a dance with Charlie Rcn-

A~k

~------~------------~~-----------~~~~~~m~-=~~·~w~·~~~~=
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1. If Fred N ohl thinks he is a second lggy when he roams the campus

«:l1927

wrote a thl'mc

SEI{VICE

Avenue

v··

-------------- ·---·

• * *
We Wonder

.
• k . st1e· 1
tween btlotlt'g an d !odntaH11JCn
111

VALLIANT PRINTING CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEWBOOK
MEXICO
STORE
203 W. Contr~l

with Ruth Ring,

Students arc warned that no definite number of "cuts" is permitted:~
(see Section 8a). The number of cuts allowed in the several departments will vary according to the nature and importance of the work lost.

3. Instructors shall report all absences before the close of the day
on '''hich they occur.
4. Absences on account of illness amounting to three or more con·
secutivc days will be subject to discipline unless reported by tll'c student
to his dean, (in the case of women Students, to the Supervisor of Women),
with a certificate from a physician or q_ther responsible authority.
5. If a student wishes to be absent from classes on account of ath~
Ietics, debating, or other regularly recognized. university activities, he
shall obtain permission in advance from h.is dean through the director
of the activity.

•

Wallop and plenty of others with
sentiment swc<.'t enough for the
sweetest boy on the HilL

on the campus has had it.

(2) That the dean is competent to administer such discipline as may
be indicated by absences.

Students will no longer apply for the yellow permit cards. After
:incurring absences, tlu~y should report to their instructors and arrange,
H possible, to make up the lost work. ( H cour.sc, i£ students prefer tu
take wluttcvcr pcnaltr may be given them in grade or credit on account
of not making up lost work, they have this privilege,
Students arc urged to memorize sections 2, 4, S, 7, and 8.
(Signed) LYNN ll. MITCHELL, !Jean.
1. Students arc expected to attend an meetip_gs of the classes in
which they arc enrolled.
- ' 2. A student absent for any reason whatsoever js expected to do the
full work of the course. He must make up 'vork lost through late regis~
tratiott as in the case of any other absence.

V AL.ENTlNES
The Old Ugly Comics. with

**

* * *
She is only a little Barbers Nell
And Fred she likes so very well,
• * *
Bunn Clayton has a Phyrrohea Fraternity pin. Four out of every five girls

credit;

0. R. PLAY 2-2 TIE

w. "(.

Cleo Kennedy wonders i£ the "At· ..
kansaw Blues" is a new color.

fects grade and credit and how many absences preclude the earning of

To the High Schools of New Mexico

152·West 42nd St.,

Free DcsCI'iJ1iive Booklet o1t RC'qncst

ROSENWAlD'S.

dance. Name, 11No Other Gentleman
Had Better Prefer This Blond.tJ

[V'pper (lanmcu it~ ~tmoke·•hop, bu~ine Catncls]

A. B. C. Shorthand System

--· ..

Russell Gcre1 s new song hit d-edicate~
to Ruth will be sung effectively by Mr.
Oliphant at the next Colli't'ch Night

cost has not been underestimated by SO!ne very compctent contractors in aur city. Also the concrete
caurts would be much mare satisfactory to the students in. the meantime as well as being a good ad·
vertisement for the University, because it would
then be passible for us to play tennis something like
* * *
275 days out of the 44 weeks of the regular school KAPPA KAPPA GAJI4li4A
and summer school year-308 days in these weeks. INITIATION
Last Saturday afternoon initiation \\'as early head.
Now
stu!lents,
i£
you
are
interested
in
this
move
you should let the authorities know that you are ;
back of them, for $1,775.00 is not an insignificant
sum to spend strictly for the pleasure of the students,
Regulations Governing Attendance
especially if they are not particularly interested in
using the equipment after it is put in. What is
Below arc listed the new regulations governing attendance, adopted
the matter with the Tennis Club getting behin(l the
at
a
recent meeting of the l.!nivcrsity faculty and now in effect.
move and letting the authorities knaw that we are
The regulations are based on two propositions :
behind them in this move an:d are willing to do any
thing that we can to help put this over 1
(1) That 1hc instructor is competent to decide how an absence afKAPPA SIGS AND

12%.

Misdirected effort is resJlOilslblc for this.
condition. Over·come HI Don't wnstc so many
ho\ws.
tnkhig notra in lollghn11d. tsc the A.
hard to teach literature to children from
D~ C. shorthaud system, based on Prof. B.
homes where no good book is read1 or L. 'l'horndikc's l~oundation Vocnl!nlary.
Easy to learn, written with A. B. C'f!, not a
philosophy in a society with no taste
strange symbol, mnsten'd iH abortt one w~cl.::
for speculation.'' Meanwhile there was -enables you to tnl<::l.' notes J tutu's o..~ fn.~t
great asset for ~cholnr.tic Sll~·ccss. Pt·ac·
one thing to work with: that America -a·
ticu.l in jo\lnwlism, husit1css, cmn•t notes, SCI'·
mons,
lectures, rc5CU1'ch, etc,
has great faith in education, even if it
Don't
wnste flr('don::l titnC'. St•nd for a com·
doesn't know what education is, and Jllete conr:~e
TODA:Y! Only $;!.00,

The gov~rnment of the Dutch East In;- 1
Idies is considering mining certain sea\
bottom areas for tin.

suits are more tangible and more quiokly seen,

wit!~

11

Cox and Margaret Shortie.

110

of stutl.ellh> were dro]lpctl last year be·
O>!USC of poor scholarship.
N. Y. U. had the
highest mortality with 30%-Yalc the lowest

And yet for the speaker they were not

too much to be blamed, The colleges
fail because they are in America. 11's

PHI MU
BENEFIT BRIDGE
ELIAS S. STOVER
Tomorrow afternoon at three o'clock
EX-GOVERNOR DIES
the Phi Mu fraternity is entertaining at
a benefit bridge at the Women's Club. The passing of ex-Governor Elias S.
Already over two hundred people from Stover, first president of the l:nivcrsity
the university and from town have re- of New Mexico, brings to our minds a
served tables. Each women's fraternity realization of the worth of the work
on the campus has spoken for at least of men who pioneered in education in
one table. Miss Helcu Schneider is New Mexico.
cl1a1·rman of the con>mittee for this 1
'I ·
1
· d
New .~.~· extco 1as rcqutre streuunus
11ridgc,
endeavor in many fields i in education
KAPPA SIGMA
DANCE
The actiYe and pledge members of
Kappa Sigma will be hosts at an informal dancing party tomorrow evening. The dance will be held at the new
Kappa Sigma house,
• * *
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
PATRONESS DINNER
Last Sunday evening the Patronesses
of Alpha Chi Omega were hostesses at
a dinner given for the active and pledge
members of the fraternity, It was held
in an informal way in the main dining
room of the Alvarado Hotel, The one
long table was pret\ily decorated with
red carnations which is the flower of
the fraternity. Mrs. Milne was in
charge of this dinner.

J•'LUNii

~0%

held at I'eggy Foraker's ·lJY Kappa Kappa Gamma, They were assisted in per.
Last evening iuitiG.tion was held by forming the ceremonies by the alumnae ·
Phi Mtt fratemity at the home of Laura members of the fraternity, After in~
Loveless on \Vest Central avenue. After itiation the Kappas motored hack to
the cercmouies a dinner was served in town where a dinner was served at
honor of the new initiates who were the Miss J. . cnore Pettit's to the new initM
:Misses Maude Crosno, Dorothy Coulter, iates: Misses Kirby Price, Jeffy Sharp
Louise Mann, Ruth Morgan, Lorrain Reb~cca Fee, Marian Eller, Marglrc~

Hurley.

~0%

"CULTU;RE OR BUST"

Did we give ours?
.
PHI MU
-Written by Twa L()bO Lettermen. INITIATION'

CONCRETE TENNIS COURTS

~ditor

The Associated, Students of the University of
New Mexico wi.h to extend, the most'since•·e sympdthy to the family of ,the late Governm· E. S.
Slover, and to exp•·ess thei•· app1·ecwtion of his
se•·vices as the fi•·st president of the university,

y
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MONTEZUMA AND N~ M. NORMAL
U. SEVER ATHLETIC RELATIONS

Try O u r Sunday Special
Chicken and Turkey
Dinners

75c

Two basketball. games between the
New Mexico Normal University and
Montezuma College have been cancelled
and all athletic relations have been definitely sc,1ered between the two schools.
Before the Baptist-Tiger game which
was scheduled for last Friday night, the
Montezuma authorities ,\rrote a leiter to
the Normal Athletic Department can<;:clling the game.
This break is a serious setback in
athletics h1 New Mexico. Montezuma
Coll¢ge and N. M, Normal have shown
the most rapid development on the athletic field of any school in New Mexico, \Vith two of the possible si:x,schools
of college rank in New Mexico severing relations, their athletic standards
will be considerably ha.mpefcd.
Possibly the breach between the two
schools can be mended. From the view-

Liberty Cafe
Whitman's
Mi,s Saylor's
Chocolates
and
Let Fudge
Briggs' Pharmacy

400 West Central

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _point
of a foreign school, it will be better for all if the two institutions could

•

get together and re-establish relations.
Below is printed the letter from the
Montezuma authorities to the Athletic
department of the Normal University.
uGentlcmen :
uThe ·athletic committee of Montezuma college last night unanimously
adopted the following resolution, which
was concurred in unanimously by the
faculty:
u 'That basketball games scheduled
between Montezuma college and the
New Mexico Normal uniVersity be cancelled and all athletic relations between
Montezuma college and the said Normal university be severed on account of
lack of poor s_portsmanshit> as exhibited
on last Wednesday evening, February 2,
1927, and on numerous previous occasions; and that the aforesaid action of
the .Montezuma authorities be published
in the daily papers and copies be sent
to each member of the Rocky Mountain
athletic conference and to other schools
of recognized athletic standing in the
southwest!
uThis action by the 11ontezuma college authorities is taken especially as a
result of the action of the Normal university students and athletic officials in.
crowding on the court during a game
Wednesday night between 1\.fontezuma
college and the Northern Arizona

C A N D~Y

the best
VALENTINE

FEE'S
320 W. Central

Eats
PIG STAND
It Pay•

to Look WeU

NATIONAL BARBER SHOP
Fir1t Kational Bank Bide.

SUNSHINE BARBER SHOP
Slltlshine

Bide.,

s.

106

Second St.

Teachers' college, Flagstaff, Ariz., wHh
the purpose of intimidating the referee
and the players on the :Montezuma team.
This was done to such an extent that
the acting captain of the Arizona team
asked the referee not to foul his team
for the display, as they were in no way
in sympathy with the demonstration and

STURGESS BARBER SHOP
106

w.

Central ATe.

Then are Batr Cuttln& Establishment.

.

for

Ladle~

and Gentlemen

We Give Super Service
Associated Master Barbera of
America

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~that
1

CRAIG BROS.
Central Barber Shop

305 W. Central Ave,
Ladiea' bobbing a
Specialty
See

Our Windaw Display
of Hair Tonics

BASKETBALL
Teania
Track •
Suppli~

PEEL-READ
421 West Central

Below is given the probable program
for the interscholastic 11lCCt Which Will

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Star Furniture Co., Inc.

1

PHI KAPPA PHI
MEETS

lana represented the Independents.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TUESDAY!;=====~========:+!

A meeting of tl1e Phi Kappa Phi, honorary fraternity, was held at Sara Raynolds Hall Tuesday at 4 p. m. Miss
Evers gave a very interesting talk on
uReview of Virgin Spain," by \Valda

they themselves
lmd noancomplaint
This was followed by a scienw
This is simply
instance Frank.
to make.
tific speech on "The Co11stitution -"'
Ul
which became the climax o{ actions
Matter," by Dr. Rockwood which was
that studex1ts of the Normal university enjoyed hy the members.
have engaged in for the past five years.,
Refreshments consisting of sandwith no effort on the part of the auwiches and clwcolate were served. The
thorities of the school being made to
time and place a£ their initiation banstop it.
quet
will be announced 1ater,
1
' With past actions to be guided ~by1
the authorities of Montezuma college
were compelled" to decide between the
The United States yearly uses six barplaying of scheduled games of basket- rels of crude petroleum ~er person, while
hail and the gang· fight generally pre- the rest of the world uses one barrel 1o
cipitated by the students of the Normal five persons, according to a bulletin of the
university, or the cancellation of the 1American Research Foundation.

MARCELLE

RENT A CAR
Drive it Yourself

75c

4 Blocks from University

204

s.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g
--,

D. P, NOLTING
De Vilbiss Pcdtunizers
~--·~-~

Dentist

Johnson's Candies

501-502 First Nat'! Bank Bldg.
Phone' 687

Hall's Pharmacy
Phone 121-139

I s;~o:l~and Gold

Phone

Frats and Sororities
A local Indian ancl Mexican Trader has enabled us to offer
a line of genuine Mexican-made Table Runners,
Blank~ts and Rugs with an

987

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

T the Big Eastern and Coast Universities, jackets in
the U colors are very popular. We have a stock
of these coats in the U. N. M •.colors. They make
fine smoking jackets and are good for sport wear at any
time.
Come in and see these jackets and others with
fraternity emblems. Also pillows and pennants in colors
with emblems.

NM
in the center, made in cherry and silver. Greek letters may also
be procured in the design with your fraternity
•
and sorority colors

208 W. CENTRAL

PHONE

19

See Our Samples

Raabe and Maqer
Hlll'dware

ht

Co.

IRVIN GROSE, Agent

and Copper. Ph.

305

PHONE

1000

SUNSHINE THEATRE
Perfectly Ventilated

Pipe Organ

FRIDAY
SAVE

.•

~

SAVE

This Ad Good for SOc on & $2..50
SERPENTINE COii:OY PIPE

Riii!Jiing

at
Broa. Cigar Store

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC CO.
"AT YOUR SERVICE"

"Butterflies in the Rain"

5

•

Laura La Plante

ACTS VAUDEVILLE
SA1'URDAY ONLY

"The Strong Man" - Harry Langdon

~t·.

,,,..
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, February

BAPTISTS LOSE
TO LOBOS

LOBOS WIN SECOND

34-35

STUDENT BODY

GAME FROM TIGERS

ASSEMBLY HEARS

DR. ZIMMERMAN
In their second engagement of the
season, the New Mexico Normal quintet
In an address which took the audience
played the New Mexico Lobos on alm9st even terms tlte first half1 but sue~ by storm by its thoughtfulness and quiet
cumbed under the fast Lobo attack dur~ determination to achie-ve, Acting Presiing the second half to lose by the score dent Zimmerman set .forth the ideals and
The game was anybody's from start of 47 to 20 in \Vashington gym Monday aims of the i1ew administration, in last
to finish. The Lobos led at the half night. The score at the end of the first Friday's assembly.
20-14. Early in the second half the half was 15-12 favoring the Lobos.
"V..'e arc now miquestionably. going
Baptists overcame this advantage and
Throughout the first half the guard- through a transition period,'' dedared Dr.
took the lead. Late ht the ·second half, ing of both tea111s wa.s cxceptioJtally Zimmerman in opening, ' 1The board of
both Lobo ionvards, Loug and Trauth, close, practically all shots being made regents has placed a burden upon mf,!, and
were put out .of the game 01 ~ f~u(~, from far out in the court. In the latter I have transferred that burden to the
Quintana and Good were sent 111 telr part, however, the Tiger defcns(; crack- deans. The board of regents, the faculty,
positiOils.
cd wide open allowing the Lobos to the students, all have different tasks, but
\Yith only four seconds to play, Cree- work the hall well under the basket for all are interested in, the University and
cv dropped in a field goal in a freak shots.
its progress.''
b~ckhand shot that tied the count a.t For about the first fifteen minutes of 'Dr. Zimmerman brought up the main
30-30.
the second half, while the Lobo first points which, on the !face of things, are
"Little I oe" Quintana started the string mc11 were in the line~ up, the Ti- against the UniversitY, and showed how
scoring in the overtime period by sink- gers were_ uuablc to register a single each of them contained at; element that
·h1g a field goal with a Montezuma point. Against an entirely ne\\' team worked to the adva11tage of t~1e instituguard 011 his neck. Mulcahy added an- the visitors chalked up eight points tion.
lfFirst/' he said, "the University is
other with a short shot under the bas- against four for the Lobo second team.
kct. Creecy counted for the Baptists,
Tully opened the attack with a long young, Dean Hodgins, Miss Parsons,
making the count 34-32, Quintana add- diagonal shot, Carter tallied to tie the Deans Clark and Mitcbell, all have been
cd a free throw followed by Acord's score. Bryce dropped another long shot, here when it was in its infant days, yet
field goal before the game ended to give and the Tigers followed with the best in all probability its future is as Iong as
the Lobes the game.
offensive attack they showed all even- that of the nation. Students, faculty,
!\!ulcahy played his usual good game 1 it~g by making three baskets in succcs- president, and board of regents will all
· 11 pom
· t 111 a· 11 \Vitll 17 points • SIOil to •take an 8-4 lead. Mulcahy and c:ome and go, but dte University will
an d was 111g
endure. This period, and what we do
Tully bed
) • • an d Goc>d pia.1"Cd a wonderful 11
Quwtana
d Bthe soorc at
1 eight ali,• and uow, is important, becnuse it is a link
{tour game during the time they were ~ong au
ryce put t 1c Lobos 111 the
iu. Creecy, in an offensive position lead never to he headed. Bryce dropped in an unbroken chain,
"Second, it is poor. However, most
· ,~as
.
tl 1e outstanding Baptist auuther
Trauth added a
agaut,
f
1 lotlg shot,
1 · and T'
universities
have been poor. Chicago and
la cr. He scored nine points.
rce t Jrow,. w Hle the tgers gathered
Stanford
are
notable ~~ceptions. Our reP Y
two more fteld goals to make the score
sources will in all probability develop as
at the cud of the half 15-12.
Summary:
Lobos (35)
To start the second half, Long fol- the population grows, and more demands
FG FT PF lowed Mulcahy's shot for a neat bounce are made on the institution. While not
rich in material things, we have interest1
0
Quintana (f) ........ " 2
ed
alumni. \Ve have many friends, which
0 4
(Continued on Page Four)
'fmtth (f) ........... .. 1
you
will find in unsuspected places in the
5
1
Mulcahy (c) .......... , 6
!
state.
As a great asset, we are in a
0 2
Bryce (g) ........... .. 0
. Lobos Meet Normal
growing
city, which is friendly, We have
0
1 1
Tullr (g) ........ • .. .. 0
'ld
A
•'
•
iu
our
favor
the development of the state
1
4
Long (f) ............. . 4
I
cats,
ggtes,
educational forces. H we fit our pro0
0
Good (f) .... ., ....... . 0
And N, M, MinerS,gram wisely .into th~·· total educational
1
0
1
Black (g) ............ •
life of this state, the University will re0
0
Crist (g) ........ • · · • · • 0
The first stop on the Lobo trip thru ceive the support it merits, and gain an
Aftet' losing to the Lobos 'by the score
59 _19 a few weeks ago, the Montezuma
B ptists came back and played the Lob~: of£· their feet to. lose by a 35-34
score in an extra penod.

W

~
I. Arizona and Southern N cw Mexico will

increasingly honored place itt the educa;he for one game with the Northern tiona! life of New Mexico.
! Arizona Teachers at Flagstaff on \Yed-1
''Third, it is small. But most univer==~(~C~o~n~t~in~u~e~d~o~n~P~a~~~~e=4~)~==
'nesday,
February
16.
Although
the
1
sitics
have been small. Despite the small
=
:Lumberjacks hold a Jt .. JO victory over population of the state, the youth now in
Lhe Lobos, Hilltop}JCr supporters are ex- elementary and high schools will insure
· pecting the tables to he turned. The a satisfactory gro\vth.
I.obns wl'rc badly off form when they
"Frankly, I sec no grounds for dis' lust to the I..umlJcrjacks January 29.
couragemcnt in any of these three. We
· Iggy M u1ca h Y
!1 Bv
three
games while on the ncetl now a due appreciation of what we
Captam
· losing
· ,
•
New 1\IC"xtcc) tnp last week the Lumber~ have and are.
lgg:y Mulcahy came to the Lobos from I jacks were deiinitely eliminated from
"The t:nivcrsity, though young, small,
N'otrc l>amc three years ago, His first the contl'ndl't'S. for southwestern honors. and poor, has high academic standards.
yt.·ar out ou the Lt>ho sq1tad found him The TL·athers brought at1 undefeated 1 These will be maintained and elevated,
ptrmanent1y at the center f!dsition. For tL'attl to Albuquerque, and kept their and the ideals of the faculty insures this.
the tmst two seasons the uBig Irishman" slate dL~an mltil they met the 1\.fonte- "The Lniversity has a board of regents
lms !wen the! cream of south:wcst<!rn bas- zuma Baptists after the Lobo game.
keenly interested in its future and thorkl:tball as far as the cettter position
The Lumherjarks, however, tumed the ,oughlr qualified to guide in its future
gut's. Jggy, kuow11 a1so as j!De.1d Eye," tables 011 one of tht'ir victors by defeat- program.
,
is tht~ most dependable player on the ing the Las Vegas Nortnal quintet at "The Cniversity holds an honored place
Lobo team. He is a sure shot at~ the FlagstaH last Saturday 25 to 23, after in the institutional life of the state. I
lm~lwt. At the present time he is tar ln an extra period.
hm·c conferred with the state superinthe lead for the individual scorin~ hot\The second stop the New Mexico Lo .. ,tmdcut1 the president of the State Teachors. Mulcahy's dish is tossmg in field
goals from under the ba;kct with a
· (Continued on page 2)
(Con!inu_ed_ ~Page 3)
couple of guards draped over him. Mul· ·
cahy was selected as the captain of this
Yt.'ar'~ Lobo machine by Coach_ J...,htJson
at the: start of the seasm1~ He .is out
for the third southwestern champicnship
'vhich he helped bring to Nc·,v !\.fexico
Art Trauth
Bob Crist
for the pas.t two seasons.
Tot;tls ............... 14

17

13

.
0

I

I

RIEDLING MUSIC ·COMPANY

304 West Central

GO
LOBOS
FOR

LO·B

White Star Driverless
Car Company
Phone 6 512 West Central Ave,

by
MRS. HUG!< ROGERS
Maple
Phone 2513-J

University Coats
A

Phone

All Closed Cars

MEET ANNOUNCED

INDIAN TRADERS
be held in Albuquerque May 13 and 14,
under
the
ausl?ices
of
the
University.
games. Montezuma college always has
and will continue to stand foi- ·clean
Photographer& of Southwo;st
Thursday, May 12
athletics and the highest type of sports·
3 p, m., debating contests (if these!
'Rugs, Blankets, Curios
manshit), and the authorities of this are organized-Albuquerque high school
school believe that when it is necessary is working on this tnatter), Rodey Hall.
Old Indian Jewelry
to prepare for such outbteaks as. ordi7 :30 p, m,, debating contests, Rodcy
narily occur at these games, as instanc- Hall.
ed by Wednesday night's exhibition, it
Friday, May 13
is the best representation of clean ath9-12 a. m., Boy's and Girl's Tennis
letics to cancel thes·e gqmes, MonteContests,
University Courts.
MASTER
zuma college ha,s never before can2 p. m., Field and Track prelhninarwork is what you get
celled any athletic event, and will never
ies,
University
Fie.ld.
do so except when confronted by cir6 p. m., **Complimentary Dinner exLeggett's
cumstances such ~s those stated above.
tended
by
the
State
University
to
visitWe believe that you and every other
ENEMY TO DIRT
repres~ntative of clean athletics
and ing teachers and coaches, Sara RayCleaners & Hatters
,
true sportsmanship wilt agree that the nolds Hall.
7 :30 p, m., ~eeting of teachers and
action taken by Montezuma authorities
Phone 390, Office ll7 N, Fourth
coaches,
Sara Raynolds Hall,
is the course best representing the spirit
Your
garments
are insured
of athletics as it should be between
8 p. m., Declamatory Contests, Ro d ey
against
fire and
theft,
schools.
11
Saturd'ay, May 14
:. ·~ __
Vcry respectfully yours,
Hall,
''H. 11. Crain, Jr., director of athletics.
9-12 .a: m., Boy's and Girl's Tennis
_
"A. A. Dulaney, faculty conference Contests, University Courts.
1
We Sell Horne Contentment
reprsenfative.
10 a. m., Oratorical Contests, Rodey
"Dick Sammon, mana.ger of athletics," Hall,
2 p. m., Field and Track finals, Uni- ]
vcrsity Field.
113 W. GOLD AVE.
OFFICERS NAMED
6 ;30 p. m., ***Dinner extended by the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Associated Students of the University
AT FRAT COUNCIL
to the winning contestants, University'
Commons.
We Just Received an
The Interfraternity Council, :Monday,
**Teachers' Dinuer. Places will be
at its first meeting this semester~ elected
reservrd for teachers and' coaches.
order of fine
Barney llur,ts as president for the pres***Dinner for the awarding of medals-.
ent Semester, Bob Ruoff, vice president,
Places will be reserved for winners in
STATIONERY
and Lyman Brewer secretary-treasurer.
all contests, and for teachers and-coachThe new officers were immediately ~n
es. It is hoped that places may be arstalled.
ranged so that all contestants may atThe first matter taken up was the tend this dinner.
University Pharmacy
purchase of a new scholarship cup, the
Passes for contestants, teachers, a11d
Free Delivery
previous trophy having been won percoaches, whose names apPear on thl! enmanently by Kappa Sigma. A commit- try blank, will be furnished.
Cor. Central & Cornell, Phone 70
tee composed of Bailey, Mulcahy and
Coen, of ,which Bailey was chairman,
was chosen to buy the new cup. The
FACULTY LOSES
price is not to exceed $25, and each
fraternity represented on the Council is
The Faculty 1mndbalt team rco:ci·vcc!l
First Savings Bank
to be assessed $5.00, The same rules its second defeat of the tourney Monday
in regard to permanent possession of the afternoon when the Independents beat
& Trust Company
cup arc to apply as have before been 111 J them 3 to 1. The Independents took the
effect.
first two games with JittJc difficulty.
Proposed changes in rushing rules Faculty then came back to win the
were contemplated and discussed, but third, but went into a slump and lost
We will appreciate your
the fourth and deciding game.
110 action was taken.
account
Haught, Nanninga and Johnson _playcd for the Faculty, Barber and Quill-

TAX I

20·00

PROGRAM FOR H. S.

•

'

AH!iough Loug decided to remain in
school, and rcpOI't for basketball after
the Lobos had played four games, l1c
quickly workc\1 himself into top form
to llccom.c a l'eg'ular forward. Like
i\!ukahy, he was a member of the 1925
and 192'6 championship tcctn1s, nnd last
Ycat· Wt! carried the distinction of the
Southwcst's best iorwa1'd, .tSqairt" or
~~Point a Minute," as Long is called,
stars hoth dcfcnsivety and offensively i
he is an accurate shot at the basket and
is ouc of the speediest players on the
l.oho squad. He will make his third
lcttel' this year.
Sid Black
Sid lllack is another man from Notre
Danu~. He is playing his sccoml year
with the Lobo quintet. His rcgulnt• position is at ru!iiting guard. Last yc:u· as
unumtudy fm• the ·illvincihlc Benny
Sacks, Sid b1·oke into many of the Lobo
games. This year he has seen service
in tnost of the games,

Bob Crist a !SO-pound Lobo guard,
1
may we-11 bc handed some credit .{or his
bask~thall tJlaying this year. Cnst was
n {our~lettcr man itt basketball in
Spl'ingficld, Ohio, High School. I:c
t<wk part iii the Chicago tournament ~n
1924, and was all-state guard of Ohto
ill 1925, His expcl'ioncc and basketball
ability have placed Crist. iu all bttt m~e
of the Varsity gatucs tll!S ycat-. He 1S
a nmn who can uot only guard ~ell,
and plny fhc game on the dcfeustve,
11 t one who can Imndle the ball and
play the baskets on the offenstvc.

.

"

Jim Tully
Jim Tully came to the Lobos f•·om
Tularosa High Scbool, where he was att
all·state guard in 1925. Last year Tully
was kept off the first strin¥ only by tl~c
pt•cscncc of the Wilson-Sacks cocnbt·
nnlitm. This year he is on.e of tl~c
mainstny.s or the LoljQ macluuc. ~~Its
lw~itiml is back guard. Tully also ts n
w;ck shut Rt the basket. His high shots
ll'nm the ccJttcr o£ the C(}Utt have been
the feature oi nHuty a Lobo game.

This is Art's first year on the Lobo
squad, In 1925 he was center on the
Albuquerque High School team, state
champions that represented New Mexico at Chicago. Last year he _played
with the Piggly Wiggly quintet. Although never as high a scorer as Mulcahy, Long, or Quintana, Art plays a
first dass floor game, going at top
speed all the time. His chic£ factor in
scoring ls following up shots to bat the
ball through the loop. He is a very
h11portaut cog -in the Lobo machit1e.

CHAMPS

18, 1927
LOBOS EASILY WIN
FROM MINERS

69-25

LOBOS

LEAVE

FOR

LONG ARIZONA TRIP

Coach Johnson, accompanied by the
Ore Diggers Collapse Under Fast
Lobo
squad of ten men left Wednesday
Lobo Attack.
morning at 3 o'clock fot• Flagstaff,
After the New Mexico Miners took where the team plays the first game of
an early lead, which the LoboS over- the six-gatne trip. \Vedncsday 11ight the
came the first five minutes of the game, Lobos tackle the Northern Adzona
the Hitltoppers steadily increased their Lumberjacks ior a return garne.
The men maldng the trip include Caplead to score a lopsided victory over
tain
Iggy Mulcuhy, Malcolm Long, Art
the Ore Diggers by the score 69-25.
Trauth, Chili Bryce, Jim Tully, Charles
The Miners opened up for the first Renfro, Sid Black, Pete Good, Bob Crist
five minutes of the game with terrific and Joe Quintana.
speed. They raJlicd for a short time
after tltC Lobos had taken a four~point
advantage, to take the long end of an MULCAHY LEADS
8-4 score. From this time to the end,
LOBOS
SCORING
the Ore Diggers wet·e badly mJtclassed.
Probably the reason for their poor
Figures of the nine games played by
showing during the last three-quarters the Lobos show Captain Iggy MulcahJ:'
of the game was due to the close call- leading the !)ack in scoring. Mulcahy
ing of the fouls. Referee Jones called has scored a total of 150 points. ':fl'lis
a total of 26 fouls, 17 being on the Min- total includes 60 field goals and 30 free
ers. One Lobo and two Miners were throws.
put out of the game,
Malcolm Long follows Mulcahy. In
The Lobos took their two-basket lead three less games than Mulcahy, Long
when Trauth missed his free throw, but has scored a total of 52 points, 24 field
recovered the ball for a field goal, and goals and 4 free throws.
Trauth is next in order with 45 points,
Chili Bryce dropped a field goal. Then
Klein and Fuhrman each connected to followed by Quintana, Bryce and Tully
·
double the Lobo score, - Trauth and in order.
The scoring record for the first nine
Bryce put th{! Lobos in the lead again.
The Miners. tallied again to tie the games are as follows:
G FG FT TP
score. From this point the Lobos grad60
30
ually pulled away. The best the Miners Mulcahy (e) , .... 9
150
24
could do for the remainder of the half Long (f) ........ 6
4
52
21
3
was one field goal and a free throw. Tmuth (f) .. , ... 9
45
16
The Lobos took full advantage of the Quintana (f) ..... 9
7
39
17
Miner's passes and fouls to run the Bryce (g) ........ 9
1
35
15
1
31
score to 37-13. Good replaced Trauth Tully (g) .... ., .. 9
Good (f, g) ...... 6
8
for the last few minutes of the half.
6
22
5
2
To start the second half, Good added Renfro (f) , ...... 7
12
4
2
two free throws and a field goal, and Black (g) ....... 8
10
4
Mulcahy recovered his old time shoot- Hammond (£) .... 3.
I
9
1
ing form to sink seven Held goals and Crist (g) ........ 8
1
3
a free throw. Moffett made the only
Miner score during Mulcahys drive. At Totals . , .... , ......... 175
58 408
Total
Opponents
...
,
,
,
98
this point Quintana, Black and Crist re39
235
placed Long, Bryce and Tully, and
TraUth went back into the game reDuring a Brooklyn wedding the other
placing Mulcahy at center. The Min- day a black cat walked into the church.
ers played on about even terms with this This had led some to hope that cats arc
shifted Lobo line-up, Good and Quin- beginning to take marriage mora sertana kept up the· scoring for the Lobos, iously.
while Klein made all of the ]..finer's ==-=-=~==-=-=-==·=scores. Five minutes before the end,
Lo11g and Renfro replaced Good and
Quintana, and :Mulcahy took Trauth's
place.
1fulcahy carried off l1igh scoring honCoach Roy Johnson
ors with a total of 29 points, He tallied
Since
coming
to the University of
twelve field goals and five free throws.
New
Mexico
seven
years ago, Johnson
He scored four more points than the
has
put
the
univcrshy
in the athletic poentire Miner team. Klein was easily
sition
it
now
is.
In
the
field of basket~
the star of the Ore Digger quintet. He
ball
especially
he
has
been
very sucregistered eleven of his team's total
cessful.
Until
the
year
1923
the Lobo
pointsJ and played a fast, clean floor
was
selected
from
the
fraternity
quintet
game. Trauth rang up five field goals,
and Bryce made four from his guard teams playing in the intramural tournaments, The first year of real University
position.
basketball was 1923, The team bad to
Summary:
be content with only four practices a
Lobos (69)
week,
t\vo in the armory and two in the
FG FT PF
High
School
gym. The team met with
Trauth (f, c). . . . . . .. . . . 5
0
4
only mediocre success. T1tc next year
the Lobos blossomed out in southwest(Continued on Page 2)
ern rating. Tlte team split even in the
two-game series with Arizona. That
year the Lobos were rat-ed the best team
in the southwest. For the next two years
the Lobos were undisputed southwestern
champions. Johnson, from his first year,
Chili Bryce
has made a wonderful record consider ..
"Chilr' Bryce is playing his third ing the material offered him to work
y~ar with the LobosJ and is out for his with. This year his third championship
second letter. He missed his Jetter it1 out of four years appears very bright.
1925 by a very small margin. Last year
Pete Good
he easily rated his NM. This year be
Pete Good comes to the University
is first team guard. VVith TullyJ the iron1 Frankfort, Indiana, where lte made
other Lobo guard, the pflir fortns the a 11a111e for hhnsell as an all~around
great Lobo defense. He has also an ath1ete. He played on the Frankfort
uncanny eye for the basket. In several High School team, which rated Indiana.
games his long shots front far out in high school champions. Good was sethe court have kept the Lobos in the lected oil the all-time all-Indiana quinrunning.
tet. He enrolled at the Unive1·sity the
second setnestei:'1 and quickly took his
Joe Quintana
place oll the Lobo sq11ad. AI though
uLittle Joe" Quintana came to the hampered slightly by the distinct change
Lobos from the crack Menaul basketball of play from Indiaha basketball, he has
team. His last two years tliere he rat- already shown his ability at boUt fored all-state forward. This is his second warcl and guard positions.
Charlie Re11fro
year 011 the Lobo squall. Last year
"Frogs" Retlfro is playi11g 1iis fourth
he made a uumeral. This year he is almost sure oi making his NM~ Quin- year with the Lobos. He has his letter
tana is probably the smallest J)layer for the three previo11s se~sons. Although
that ever made a Lobo team, Although Chal*lie has never rated a first team
very stnall of stature, "Little Joe" is positioni he has seen action in almost
one o£ the fastest men ot1 the Lobo every Lobo game lor the past four seasquad. He shows his class at shooting sons. This will be l1is last ycat with
the Lobos.
baskets with shots f.otu the sidelines.

BASKETBALL

Ma!coliii Long
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TIME
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